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By Leontia Flynn

Vintage Publishing. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND
NEW, These Days, Leontia Flynn, These Days represents one of
the most strikingly original debuts in recent years and won the
2004 Forward Prize for Best First Collection. Leontia Flynn - still
in her twenties - writes about Belfast and the north of Ireland
with a precision and tenderness that is completely fresh. While
her subject matter ranges from memories of childhood to the
instabilities of adulthood, from the raw domestic to the restless
pull of 'elsewhere', her theme throughout is a search for physical
and mental well-being, for a way to live a life. A number of
exquisitely moving poems about her father highlight her
extraordinary gifts: her exact ear, her heightened, filmic
sensibility, her bittersweet tone - all of which combine in poems
that are accessible but not obvious, witty and serious, delicate
but tough, and always surprising. These Days is not simply a first
book of great promise; it marks the arrival of a new, exciting
and important voice.
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I just began looking over this pdf. It is one of the most amazing pdf i have study. I discovered this book from my dad
and i recommended this pdf to understand.
-- Mer r itt K ilba ck II--  Mer r itt K ilba ck II

Good e book and useful one. I have got read and that i am confident that i will likely to go through once more again
later on. It is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Ang ela  B lick-- Ang ela  B lick
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